Summary:
Combining rich color 3LCD imaging technology, WXGA high definition widescreen resolution, and a short throw optical system, here’s a Classroom or Meeting Room projector that delivers maximum picture in minimum space, with a minimum of maintenance.

Key Features:
- Fills screens in a distance half their width.
- Native WXGA for uncompressed XGA & 720p.
- Long Life Lamp & Air Filter (up-to 4,000 Hours).
- 3 panel LCD imaging delivers a rich, color-saturated picture.
- 8-bit color processing yields a 16.7 million color palette.
- Short throw, fixed focal length lens with manual focus.
- Fixed image offset. Automatic vertical digital keystone correction.
- Fixed image offset. Vertical digital keystone correction.
- Accepts composite, component, and S-Video in all major standards.
- Built-in 10 Watt amplifier. Closed Caption decoding.
- Built-in wired LAN connection for projector monitoring and control.
- Long lamp life: up-to to 4,000 hours. Long life air filter: up-to 4,000 hours.
- Kensington® security slot. Optional local or remote keylock.
- Compact and lightweight design.
- Blackboard and colorboard modes.
- 3 year projector warranty.
Fills screens in a distance half their width.
Native WXGA for uncompressed XGA & 720p.
Long Life Lamp & Air Filter (up to 4,000 Hours).

Replaceable air filter lasts up-to 4,000 hours.
Top accessed lamp lasts up-to 4,000 hours.
Short throw: fills screens in a distance of half their width.

Ready to connect and project.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Replacement Lamp, Replacement Air Filter, Component Video Input Adapter Cable (Dsub15 to 3RCA), Ceiling Mount, Ceiling Post and Plate.
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